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Charming, elegant and proper – everything that My Fair Lady should be. The Beck Center for the

Arts’ production of My Fair Lady is all of these things. With book and lyrics by Alan Jay Lerner, music

by Frederick Loewe, and direction by Paul Gurgol, the adapted version of George Bernard Shaw’s

play Pygmalion has stood the test of time.

First produced on Broadway in 1956, this musical theater classic has been produced in London,

become a popular film, and has enjoyed multiple remounts and revivals throughout the decades. The

story puts Cockney flower girl Eliza Doolittle (played by Valerie Reaper) in the middle of a bet

between phonetics professor Henry Higgins (played by Bob Russell) and linguist Colonel Pickering

(played by Dana Hart). Higgins bets he can take the unpolished, foul-mouthed Doolittle and turn her

into a lady in 6 months time – and so the games begin.
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My Fair Lady features many familiar musical theater pieces that are both well-known and catchy.

“Wouldn’t It Be Loverly” and “I Could Have Danced All Night” feature Reaper’s lovely soprano voice

and charm. “I’ve Grown Accustomed To Her Face” is performed by Russell with the appropriate

frustration and longing associated with the tune. “The Rain In Spain” is a joyous celebration of

triumph. Benjamin Czarnota is a captivating Freddy, belting out “On the Street Where You Live” with

all the joy and hope in his heart. Finally, the "Get Me to the Church On Time" number featuring Eliza’s

father Alfred (played by George Roth) is amusing and playful. It features a surprise bit of garbage can

lid choreography, capped off by acrobatics and some group hand jive. Also a treat to the ears twice in

the production – the Cockney Quartet blends beautifully and has the confidence of a professional

barbershop quartet. It is also nice to see (sort of) the orchestra, as they are on stage behind a scrim in

silhouette for the entire performance.

All in all the show is a politely delightful evening. Be sure to block off a chunk of time, though – this

production runs around 3 hours long. Although a bit lengthy, the time is well-spent. Kudos to director

Paul Gurgol for smart staging, scenic designer Russ Borski for an interesting two-tiered set, costume

designer Sarah Russell, lighting designer Trad A. Burns, and finally sound designer extraordinaire

Richard B. Ingraham.

For ticket information, visit the Beck Center online at www.beckcenter.org.
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